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NO. 2

Annual Staff-Student Retreat Held At Estates

Q - How does the Longwood
laundry justify the pollution poured into the air daily? I have
heard several comments about
the filthiness of the air on this
campus, but no one seems concerned about this total lack of
pollution control.
A - The following reply was
given Col. Carr, Vice President
for Administration: "It is presumed that the question refers
to the Central Heating Plant
smokestack rather than to the
laundry. The heating plant is
located on Madison Street behind
the laundry, and provides heat
and water to all campus facilities except the campus school.
During the fall of 1970, on its
own initiative, the college requested the State Division of
Engineering and Buildings to conduct a survey of the boiler plant
with regard to possible air pollution. The survey indicated that
the heating plant operation was
as free from pollutants as could
be expected from burning coal.
It was believed by the state
engineers that internal dust collectors in the boilers were 95
per cent effective in keeping pollutants out of the atmosphere.
Every effort is made to keep
smoke emission to a minimum.
Personnel
in the plant have
undergone special training in
the matter. A log is kept with
several entries per day on smoke
emission based upon the reading
of gauges and visual inspections
of the stack. When burning coal,
it is necessary to clean out the
fire boxes and blow out the flues
each day. During this procedure,
black smoke can be seen discharging from the stack. Most
frequently, this work is done at
night in a period of three to
five minutes.
In the college's capital outlay
submission for the 1972-74 Biennium, a project for converting
two of the four coal fired boilers
to oil burners was assigned
priority one. The request was
approved by the Governor and
the (General Assembly appropriated $304,600 for accomplish
merit of the work.

\ contract wai ilgnad In No\
ember 1972 and work was started
in \pril 1973. Oneoil firedboiler
is expected to be in operation
bj October of this year, and the
entire project is expected to be
completed by the end of Februun
1974. The heating capacit.\ of
the two new oil fired boilen

(Continued on Page 11)

Faculty and administration
members met for the annual retreat for students at Longwood
Estates on August 24. The object of the retreat is to bring
students and faculty together,
along with members of the Board
of Visitors, state legislators, and
residents of the town of Farmville to discuss various problems and policies at Longwood.
Those who attended were divided into small discussion groups
with a group leader and a recorder. A list of suggested topics
was given as a starting point in
the conference. Among the topics
suggested were college-wide priorities and needs, the distribution
of student activities fees (see
page seven for further information on this subject), attendance at
college events, and repeating a
course and its effect on the student's quality point average. Participants in the retreat were,
however, free to suggest and discuss topics other than those suggested which they felt needed consideration.
Those attending the conference
met in one discussion group from
11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m., broke for
lunch, and returned to a different
group for the afternoon. Reports

and recommendations from the
small group discussions were
then summarized by Legislative
Board chairman Bobbsie Bannin,
and the opportunity for questions
to be asked was given.
Although a final report of all
the proposals made at the retreat
will be written and made available to those who attended, a
tentative summarization of recommendations has been made and
released by Mr. Culley Dalton.
Mr. Dalton noted that the report,
which is reprinted below, was by
no means final and that the college is considering holding the
retreat during the regular school
year, or during the summer and
winter both.
Most of the students who participated in the retreat felt that it
was beneficial and gave "everyone a chance to air their views
and be heard."
"I think it's great that Longwood has an annual retreat," noted one senior. "At least students
are given the opportunity to express their feelings and contribute to solutions to college problems as well as being given a
chance to see the other side
through the faculty and staff."

Students, faculty, and staff members met in informal discussion groups such as this during the retreat.

FACULTY-STUDENTSTAFF RETREAT
August 24, 1973
Discussion Summary
1. Repeating Courses. There
were mixed sentiments over the
question of repeating a course
and having only the higher of the
two grades considered in overall
cumulative average. The majority of students seemed to favor
some change, but many faculty
members were reluctant.
2. Pre-teaching Experience. It
was recommended that preteaching, especially in secondary
education, be expanded.
3. Pass-Fail. Many were of the
opinion that juniors and seniors
should be able to take a limited
number of pass-fail elective
courses.
4. Student Activities Fees Committee. There was agreement

that, historically, the Committee
had been very fair. It was recommended that the Committee begin
functioning earlier in the school
year; thereby enabling organizations to enter appeals before the
rush of examinations.
5. Longwood Estate. It was recommended that a recreation area
be developed at Longwood Estate
if fiscally possible from private funds.
6. May Day. It was recommended that a program, similar to last
year's May Day, be held during
April.
7. Attendance at College Events.
There was general opposition to
requiring attendance at College
events. It was suggested that
events be more publicized campus-wide, and through depart(Continued on Page 10)

Residence Hoard Revises Titles,
Membership Selection Of Council
By BROOKE DICKERMAN
Dr. Evelyn Mayer, the new Associate Dean of Students.

New Associate Dean
Finds Students 'Unified1
"I've never felt more at home
in a situation in such a short
amount of time, and I really feel
that that's Longwood College. I'm
extremely pleased not only with
the college but with the way the
college has made me feel."
In so describing her feelings
about Longwood thus far, Dr.
Evelyn Mayer, recently appointed Associate Dean of Students,
is quick to point out the many attributes of the college, and particularly of the student body.
"Overall, they're just tremendous. As far as the leadership
that has been demonstrated here
... it's even greater than 1 expected."
Asked if she found our student
body different from those she had

worked with previously at the
University of Virginia and
Bloomsburg and Shippensburg
State Colleges in Pennsylvania,
Dr. Mayer noted the "cohesiveness" and "thoughtfulness" displayed by the general student
body, and added, "The students
seem to approach members of
the staff with an open mind and
a willingness to work together,
and not in a defensive manner.
Overall, on other campuses there
are more students who wouldn't
have this kind of attitude."
Dr. Mayer feels that other
than an obvious lack of men, there
is a definite difference between
the Longwood student body and
that of a co-ed college or univer(Continued on Page 10)

Debbie Waldron, chairman of
the Residence Board, has said,
'Residence Board is famous for
changes that are often a headache for students who do not
read the ROTUNDA or fliers.
However, in order to be an effective board of the student government, Residence Board must
constantly reevaluate the present
procedures in the residence halls
and must stay in tune to the students' needs.* Several changes
are taking place this year.
One revision is in that of the
titles. The hall president is now
known as the FLOOR PRESIDENT, and the dorm president
is being called the RESIDENCE
HALL PRESIDENT. The name
change was the result o f new
nationwide terminology.
The floor presidents' duties
are to be a member of the Residence Hall Council, assist during fire drills, and to further
communication between students
and the Residence Board. At the
end of the year floor presidents

si- 2756

will be evaluated by the committee composed of five residence
hall presidents, five past year
floor presidents, and the Residence Board sponsors.
The selection of floor presidents will be different this year.
Upperclassmen have the option
of either applying for the job
themselves or nominating someone else. The girls must not be
on academic probation. The
above mentioned committee will
then screen the applicants and
choose the best qualified girl.
In the freshman dorms the residence counselor will choose
two floor presidents after meeting with the screening committee and discussing the nominees.
Emphasis is being placed on
making the Residence HallCouncil work. The Council's main
responsibilities are to enforce
Residence Board regulations and
to make decisions concerning
minor infractions of these rules.
The Residence Board is also
working on a 'Noise Pollution'
campaign in effort to enforce
Ouiet Hour.
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A Change In Rotunda Policy
I have always felt that one of
the most important functions to be
served by a campus newspaper is
as the central medium for student expression - expression in
any form and on any subject of
student concern.
In order to better fulfill this
role and to provide more extensive coverage of all campus activities, some changes in RODA policy were made over
the summer. To acquaint the
freshmen with newspaper procedure and to refresh the minds
of upperclassmen and the rest of
the college community, the 1973
ROTUNDA policies are outlined
below.
Letters To The Editor
A Change In Policy
I'm well aware that many individuals feel rather hesitant toward public expression of their
opinions. For that reason, THE
ROTUNDA'S policy concerning
Letters to the Editor has been
changed.

(ill

Welcomes

Dear Students and Faculty,
Chi of 1974 welcomes you back
to Longwood for another academic year. Many changes have taken
place on our campus and these
changes have extended to Chi as
well. The changes are not meant
to overlook the past but to value
the experiences that will enable
Chi to encourage a spirit of cooperation in all phases of college
life.
It is Chi's aim to foster respect for Longwood and loyalty

to its academic program and extracurricular activities. In fulfilling this aim, Chi hopes to be an
organization that represents the
entire student body and commits itself to recognizing the
efforts of students, faculty, and
organizations.
In keeping with tradition, by
many and various means, Chi
commends those who endeavor
to make college activities successful. It is not intended to draw
attention to the individual or
individuals but to the result of
efforts made. Nor does the organization consist of individuals
but of the spirit in which each

MOTUNItA
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and every one of you is a part.
Your desires and ideals are those
qualities which bind the spirit
and the purposes of Chi.
In order to have your support
and to further the goals of the
organization, your suggestions
are encouraged and are most
welcome. Recognition letters can
also better reach all of those
who are deserving with your help.
Suggestions including individuals
or groups and their merits may
be submitted in writing, signed
or unsigned, to Dr. Willett's office in care of Chi.
Sincerely,
CHI, 1974

While a letter submitted to the
newspaper must be signed by
name, the name will be deleted,
by personal request, from the actual publication of the letter in
the newspaper.
Letters may be placed in THE
ROTUNDA box in the new smoker, THE ROTUNDA box in South
Ruffner (located with the faculty
mailboxes), left with the campus
post office, brought to the newspaper office (downstairs in Lankford, at the opposite end of the
hall from the mailboxes), or given directly to me at the head
table in the main dining hall.
A Letter to the Editor affords
everyone on campus an equal
chance to have their opinions
voiced, and "heard" by everyone
on campus. All letters and commentaries are equally welcome,
and will be treated with equal
value. The newspaper is your
chance to speak out - why not
take full advantage of it?
Coverage
Of Campus
Activities
Last spring I was often called
mid-week by a faculty member
or student who wondered if I
could possibly get this or that
•'important activity" covered by
"a reporter and photographer in
an hour."
THE ROTUNDA strives to see
that all campus activities are
covered, and that every area receives factual coverage and adequate representation. However, it
must be borne in mind that the
newspaper does not have a lastminute dispatch service, and cannot be expected to jump at the
beck and call of every organization, department, and individual
who wants last-minute coverage.
If you want to make sure an
event or speaker is covered,
please get in touch with me as
far in advance as possible. That
not only enables THE ROTUNDA
to be there, but gives you the advantage of assured coverage.
Submission Of Articles
And Editing
Articles may be submitted by

anyone on campus, as long as
they are typed, double-spaced,
and the name of the individual
submitting the article is in the
upper right hand corner of the
first page. All articles must be
turned in to THE ROTUNDA office by 5 p.m. on the Friday
preceding the Wednesday of desired publication; exceptions will
be determined by the Editor. All
articles will be printed on a first come-first-serve basis, considering available space.
THE ROTUNDA reserves the
right to edit all articles submitted.
Staff

Meetings And
Membership
Membership on the newspaper
staff is open to any student who
wishes to join.
Regular meetings of THE ROTUNDA staff are held every Monday night at 8 p.m. and every
Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the
newspaper office. Layout is done
Sunday evenings, beginning at 7
p.m., in the newspaper office.
Articles and Letters to the
Editor may be submitted directly to me on either week night.
Anyone interested in joining the
staff (besides reporting, help is
needed in advertising, circulation, typing, and layout) may also
do so at this time.
The Catalyst
The Catalyst runs as a regular feature of THE ROTUNDA,
its purpose being to find the answers to questions concerning
any aspect of campus life. Questions may be called in Monday
through Thursday evenings from
7:30 to 9 p.m., at 2-6326, or given to any staff member. While
the name of the individual submitting the question must be given, only initials will be used in
the newspaper.
Questions concerning any article should be directed to the Editor, who can be reached at 26497.
THE ROTUNDA is here to
serve you - take advantage of it.
Debbie Bastek
Editor

An Opinion
Dear Editor,
After three years of sitting
back and silently watching some
of the ridiculous goings-on at
this college, I decided it was time
to speak out. The subject is one
near and dear to a chosen few
on campus, a source of amusement to most on campus, and
something of disgust to others:
yes, CHI.
I know next week's paper will
be flooded with replies from
many of the regulars who have
to disagree with anything that
even hints at cutting down Longwood. But, I hope there will also
be those who give more than
their silent support to my sadbut-true-tale of Longwood.
"Once upon a time there was
a freshman who came to Longwood. Her orientation leader told
her to respect CHI. Her handbook
told her CHI exemplified something called "the spirit of Longwood." Her friends told her she
would get pregnant if she stepped on the CHI sign on campus
sidewalks. People on her hall
told her to get up and scream at
4 a. m. when CHI walked. But
no one could tell her what CHI
(Continued on Page 11)

If You Have A Question
Concerning Any Aspect
Of Campus Life, Call...

the
Catalyst
MONDAY - THURSDAY
730 lo 9p.m.

392-6326

Current Bedford Gallery Show
Encompasses All Art Forms
The current show at the Bedford Building, Longwood College, features the works of six
contemporary artists residing
or teaching currently in Virginia.
The show which opened on
June 10 continues through September 15. Gallery hours are
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The show is
composed of works both twoand three- dimensional that are
varied in approach, subject
matter, materials and techniques.
Mrs. Lorraine Bolton, associate professor of art and
chairman of the Art Department at Hampton Institute, is
showing a variety of techniques
using paint on both the traditional canvas support and on
transparent layers of plexiglass. Mrs. Bolton, who received her B.F.A. from Art
Institute of Chicago and her
M.S. from the School of Design, Illinois Institute of Technology, is probably best known
for her "BOX Paintings."
These are composed of several sheets of plexiglass contained within a transparent box
frame. On each layer she has
applied color that when viewed
in totality complete human figures or abstract shapes full
of movement and dynamic color
contrast. Her canvas paintings
also employ this dramatic use
of contrasting color and fragmented form to create a blend
of Op and Hard Edge that is
intriguing, according to Miss
Barbara Bishop, Longwood Art
Department.
Willie Anne Wright is a native of Richmond, who earned
her B.S. from William and Mary
and her M.F.A. from Virginia
Commonwealth University. She
is represented in the Bedford
show by works from her Wave
Pattern series. This series is
part of her "philosophical concern with the nature of "flux"
and how to make "flux" visible." The photo silk screens
are printed on large gessoed
canvasses in a variety of colors
that suggest the feeling and
sensation of water and movement. The color range is from
subtle to fluorescent and the

effect is both twentieth century and fascinating, Miss Bishop noted. The work goes beyond just beautiful color; the
shape, the feeling, the overall
composition are those of an
accomplished artist whose visual statement is unique.
Baylor E. Nichols, the State
supervisor of art education for
the State Department of Education, is not a new artist to
the Farmville area. Two years
ago he exhibited in the Bedford Gallery. His current works
shown are a continuation of the
techniques that employ both
two- and three-dimensional effects. Nichols uses plywood
shapes covered with canvas that
are assembled to create a basrelief painting. In this show he
is showing the additional use
of stuffed canvas forms. The
color is rich and vital; the
shapes are organic and intriguing. This combination of
beautiful color and large organic forms proves to be a
favorite with gallery guests.
Mrs. Joni Pienkowski from
Blacksburg has taught at VPI,
Radford, and the Roanoke Fine
Arts Center. She received her
B.S. and MJS. from the University of Wisconsin. Mrs.
Pienkowski has received numerous awards for her work
in both drawing and painting.
Two large pencil drawings are
shown that depict two sisters.
The first drawing of the sisters
done in 1968 shows two very
charming young girls, the second drawing done in 1972 shows
these same sisters after they
have become teenagers. The
contrast is interesting; her
drawing techniques show a wide
variety of uses of so simple
a tool.
Also from the Richmond area,
Mrs. Barbara Ames has exhibited a series of drawings
and one plexiglass piece. Mrs.
Ames received her B.S. from
Madison and her M.A.E. from
Virginia Commonwealth University; she presently teaches
in Henrico County. Her drawings show a wide variety of
materials (conte, oil paste, and
pencil), techniques and subject
matter. One drawing entitled
"White Shadows" uses a sub-
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tle range of pencil tones to
create one of her most interesting abstract pieces. With
just a simple material and a
repetition of stripe forms, she
has created a drawing that has
a sensitive balance of positive and negative forms.
Jose Puig, who was born in
Barcelona, Spain, currently is
an assistant professor at Virginia Commonwealth University. There in the School of the
Arts, he is in the sculpture
department. His work in Bedford Gallery consists of threedimensional forms composed
of wood, gauze, and hardware
cloth. These simple nonart materials are used to create
forms with emphasis on the
rectangle. The color is natural
and subtle; the forms are simple and stark. These reliefs have
proven to be among the most
provocative pieces of work in
this current exhibit.

THE ST. LOUIS JAZZ QUARTET
performing
September 22 at 7 p. m.

at
the Dell at Longwood Estate
NO CHARGE

MARK BALDRIDGE

Baldridge Receives
'Judge's Choice'

Drama Department

College Collection

To Perform

Of Art Shown

Victorian Comedy

At Roanoke Librar)

By KAREN FOSTER
"The Importance of Being EarAward In
nest," considered Oscar Wilde's
"dramatic masterpiece" by nuColorado Show
merous critics, will be presented
in Jarman Auditorium on October
Mark Baldridge, Instructor of 4, 5 and 6.
The Victorian comedy will feaArt at Longwood College, has received notification that several ture Rand Lander asJackWorthof his objects were included in ington, Jim Wiant as Algernon
the "Objects '73 Designer Moncrieff, Amy Fluckiger as
Craftsman Show". The show ran Lady Bracknell, SusanStraussas
from July 15 to July 28 at the Gwendolen Fairfax and Susan BoWestern Colorado Center for the wers in the role of Cecily Cardew.
Other cast members include
Arts in Grand Junction, Colorado,
Pam
Anderson (Miss Prism),
and was judged by Richard F.
Dawson
Nash (Lane), Chris Rose
Ball, Professor of Art at the
(Merriman)
and Clark Lindsey
University of Northern Colorado.
Among the accepted items were a (Dr.Chausable).
According to Diane Varga,
set of silver champagne goblets,
Pubicity
Chief, the cast of
a silver perfume bottle, a silver
"Earnest"
is "predominately
salad set, a silver container, and
new
to
the
Longwood theatre."
an enameled silver and gold pin
Set
in
London
in 1895, this
pendant.
love story sparkles through mixMr. Baldridge's set of silver ups in names and relatives and
goblets was one of the eight through some of Wilde's proverbs
"Judge's Choice" objects chosen
for special merit by Professor
Ball. The entry was chosen for
special recognition from the 236
items accepted for exhibition
from 770 objects submitted for
jurying.
Also accepted into the Annual
National Art Exhibition at Cooperstown, New York, was a
silver salt and pepper shaker
set and a silver and wooden
salad set by Mr. Baldridge. The
juried show ran from July 22
through August 23.
A member of the faculty since
1972, Mr. Baldridge received
his B. S. at State University
College at Buffalo, and his M.
F.A. at the Cranbrook Academy
of Art.

i
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By KATHLEEN MILLER
Roanoke's Downtown Library
Gallery will have a showing of
various selections from the
Longwood College Collection of
Art Objects by Contemporary
Artists on September 16, from
3:00-5:00 p. m. Among the collection of forty items will be
sculpture by Nancy Leitch, a faculty member of the college's
art department. Also included
in the showing will be oil paintings by ten artists one being
Ted Turner. The college's Art
Purchase Committee bought two
of Mr. Turner's works which
were previously displayed on the
main floor of the library. These
are entitled SHOOTING RANGE
and VIRGINIA BEACH, JUNE 19.
A. B. Jackson and Allen Jones
will be represented by drawings
and Carl Rosenberg by sculpture.
All faculty and students of
Longwood are invited and encouraged to view the showing.

Cinema 73 74
presents

FOUR CHAPLIN
COMEDIES

bedford
auditorium

monday
8 p.m.
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Campus Police:

Watchman Or Law Enforcement Officer?
When Residence Board was
working on the extended curfew
plan, among other ideas was
"the schedule." A schedule would
be set up each weekend and the
campus police would travel between the various dorms unlocking the doors to let girls in between two and six a.m. A delightful plan?
There were several objections,
of course, not the least of which
was the cry that arose from our
"nighty watch."
"We are not 'nighty watch!'
We are campus policemen!"
What's the difference? Is a
nighty watch different from a
campus policeman? Our campus
policemen are not the only security men in the state who are
struggling through this identity
crisis.
In 1972 a series of incidents between students and the security
guard at the University of Virginia appeared to be a direct result of confusion by security officers as to just what their roles
should be.
According to the RICHMOND
TIMES-DISPATCH, traditionally
the campus policeman's duties
were hardly of the type that inspired respect: issuing parking
tickets, locking doors at night,
rattling them during the night, and
unlocking them in the morning.
Although there are holdovers
from this type of job, many Virginia state colleges are trying to
remove this image.
AT U. VA.
The director of the University
of Virginia's police department,
W. Wade Bromwell, said this
summer, "Historically, the man

on campus was not a policeman,
he was a watchman." Usually he
was a man from the buildings
and grounds department who was
unable to complete his duties
there, but was too young to be retired.
Some considered him crazy,
drunk, stupid, cowardly, lazy, or
just mean.
A student told this reporter that
she thought campus police should
be required to attend a regular
police school. Now the Law Enforcement Standards Commission requires 200 hours of training for campus office just as it
does for Richmond municipal officers.
"We send our people to every
program of training we can,"
said I. E. Nickols who directs
the security division of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University police.
Officers are encouraged, with
the aid of the Law Enforcement
Assistance Act, to attend community college courses parttime. The Enforcement Assistance Act will pay the tuition of
a full-time policeman for police
science courses.
In an effort to provide better
protection, four large state universities, Virginia, Tech, Virginia Commonwealth, and Old Dominion, have separated their police into departments with the officers deputized by courts of record just as municipal officers
are. A separate security department is set up for the primary
purpose of maintaining building
security. The security departments each employ at least
30 persons. At most schools,
though, the department directors

use the rule of thumb that four
men are required to keep at
least one officer on duty at all
times. Therefore, each shift at
these larger universities, averages seven and a quarter men.
Naturally smaller colleges,
such as Longwood, have neither
the need for nor the resources to
fund such a large scale police
force.
Cop Has Problems Too
Yet even at smaller colleges
some problems suffered by campus policemen are similar to the
large "campus cop's."
Some feel that the administration interferes with their working
efficiency. (Don't we all feel like
that at times?) In some colleges
and universitites the police feel
they must justify the arrest of
a student to the administration.
Another problem is the very
nature of their jobs. On some
campuses the policeman may be
guarding a facility containing
highly valuable equipment, yet
may be open and unguarded for
extended lengths of time.
The people they are guarding
are a homogenous group who tend
to be the victims of a crime rather than the criminal.
The campus policeman also
faces the task of protecting a
group that really does not want
to know it is being protected.
Most college students now feel
a great deal more independence
than did their predecessors several years earlier. They resent
any form of interference that
could be considered administrative. Yet if something goes
wrong there is a great uproar
over the general incompetence

of the police department.
Last summer VPISU and University of Virginia's police directors sponsored a convention
at Bandy Farm near Winchester, for campus policemen from
nine colleges and universities.
For four one-week sessions,
about 25 policemen would meet
and discuss the problems of a
campus cop.
Each week's program was designed to improve various police procedures among each force
attending. Some of the topics discussed were interrogation, investigation, the criminal code of
Virginia, community relations,
social psychology, and campusrelated problems.
But the campus policemen are
also lacking in one important aspect. They have no unifying body
that looks over all the campus
police operations. Some officers
would like to see one agency that
"knows the ramifications, the
problems of campus police operations throughout the state."
They also feel there should be
more uniformity in equipment,
uniforms and police procedures
that reflect the uniqueness of law
enforcement officers on campuses. They acknowledge that
there would necessarily be differences in the operations for
the various size campuses.
PETTY JOBS
Larry Sabato, president of the
student body at the University of
Virginia, said, "one of the things
that the Security Force complained about was that they couldn't
act as policemen do because they
had petty jobs to do." To help
alleviate this problem U. Va.be-

gan a cadet corps this fall.
Twenty to 25 students from the
university will be delegated some
of the responsibilities that policemen were formerly saddled
with.
"Now they will be free to do
the important jobs while students will get experience in some
of the minor roles," Sabato said.
Bringing these students into
the department could prove to
be an improvement in communication between students and policeman.
The often complained about
parking situation would be in the
hands of the students; the cadets
would write the parking tickets.
Other cadet duties would include
locking the doors at night, and
opening them in the morning.
This action would leave the police free to patrol the grounds
to prevent theft in the dorms
(dream on!) and assault on women students.
Longwood's campus police are
also slowly but surely pulling
away from the old watchman's
image. Certainly they are still
the keepers of the keys to the
dormitories and classroom
buildings, but they are also taking over the duties inherent to any
community police force.
Campus police ask that you report any suspicious persons or
activities to them, that they may
be properly investigated.
When you next complain about
our campus police think of this:
we are asking them to perform
dual roles - that of the midnight door-rattling night watchman and that of a law enforcement officer.

•I
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Caucus In Session
Tonight In Richmond

Taylor Vrooman, a colonial balladier from Williamsburg,
the first performer at a Student Union sponsored Coffehouse.

S.U. Presents Coffeehouse
With Colonial Balladier
This Friday night at 9:00 in the
Commons Room the Student Union
will present the first of many informal coffeehouses. Taylor
Vrooman, currently the balladier
in residence for Colonial Williamsburg, will provide the entertainment. Mr. Vrooman completed his education courses at
the College of William and Mary
and received a business degree
from Richmond Professional Institute. He also received four
years of vocal training from the
late George Harris, well-known
associate and accompanist for

the great tenor, Jean deRreszula. According to Jean Dunavant,
Chairman of the Student Union,
Mr. Alic, Longwood's director of
Placement, has worked with Mr.
Vrooman and highly recommends
the folk singer. Red checkered
tablecloths and candles will set
the scene. There is no admission charge. Free popcorn will be
served. Drinks will be sold.
Preceding the coffeehouse, the
movie "Cool Hand Luke" will be
shown in Bedford Auditorium at
7:30 p.m. It will also be shown
at 7:30 p.m. on Sunday.

Schedule Of Upcoming
Wheels Trips
September 22 - Trip to Richmond for the State Fair
October 5, 6 - Trip to Washington, D. C. -includes the Washington Zoo, tour of the city, some form of entertainment
November 3 - Trip to Williamsburg - all day trip
For further information, contact Susan Lewis at 392-6445.

FIDELITY NATIONAL
BANK
Welcomes Longwood College
Freshmen
We hope your years at Longwood will
be successful and your stay in Farmville
pleasant. We'd like to offer you our banking
services while you are in our community,
especially our service charge free checking
accounts. With a Fidelity checking account,
you never pay a service charge, and that
means just what it says ... no charge per
check and no minimum balance required.
Free Checking . . . check it out at Fidelity!

FIDELITY
NATIONAL BANK
UCMtCM »DIC

FARMVILLE, VA.

The Policy Council of the Virginia Women's Political Caucus,
meeting in a special session to
commemorate the 53rd anniversary of the passage of the women's suffrage (19th) amendment,
announced the Caucus biannual
state conference set for tonight
in Richmond.
The guest speaker will be Dr.
Ethel Allen, physician, and first
black woman to be elected to
Philadelphia city council. Dr.
Allen, a Republican, will speak
on the emerging political strength
of women.
The conference, which will offer a variety of workshops and
seminars on topics of special
interest to women, will be held
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at John
Marshall High School, 4225 Old
Brook Road in Richmond.
Some of the workshop topics
are credit discrimination, women and Virginia law, methods of
lobbying, women and finance, and
minority women and the feminist
movement. Special seminars on
new careers for women will be
conducted by women who are in
traditionally male-dominated
fields such as physics, dentistry, mortuary science, law enforcement and the clergy.
Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. and will continue throughout
the day. Cost of the one-day meeting, including lunch is $10.00,
but all women are encouraged to
come to the meeting and pay
whatever they can afford. Free
child care will be available.
A Women's Film Festival will
be held at 7:30 p.m. featuring a
series of films by and about
women. The public is invited.
Reservations may be made
through Alice Collier, 3006-A
Floyd Avenue, Richmond, Virginia 23220.

Juniors Get Rings
At Annual Ceremony
By ELLEN CASSADA
The Junior Ring Ceremony was
held Wednesday, September 5,
1973, at 7:00 p.m. in the Sunken
Gardens.
After the processional of the
Juniors and their little sisters,
Becky Jefferson introduced
Dean Evelyn A. Mayer, Associate
Dean of Students. In her address,
Dean Mayer presented guidelines
for living happily and successfully in today's society. She stated
that all should strive to possess
the "ability to communicate with
other people on a feeling level,"
and should base this ability on
uncerstanding and compassion.
Dean Mayer continued by saying that everyone should "gain
a deep and meaningful appreciation of the little things in life."
Faithfulness in such seemingly
trivial acts as the giving of
flowers and smiles can be very
meaningful if they are sincerely
given. An understanding of the
significance of both the joys and
the sorrows of life also helps
in building compassion.
In conclusion, Dean Mayer said
that friends are made by a show
of real interest in people and
their returning interest. Her advice was to "look to every day,
not as an end, but as a beginning," because with each new
day comes a new opportunity.
After Dean Mayer's remarks,
the little sisters presented the
Junior class their rings, amidst
tears and smiles and hugs of joy,
and all joined together in singing "Joan of Arc," to close a long
to be remembered ceremony.

Dr. Annette Gibbs, Associate Dean of Students at U. Va.,
speaking at convocation last Tuesday.

The Need For Individualit)
Is Stressed At Convocation
By ELLEN CASSADA
Convocation, the official opening of the college year, was held
Tuesday, Sept. 4, at 1:00 p. m.
in Jarman Auditorium.
The invocation was given by the
Rev. Jim Garrison, director of
the BSU at Longwood. Following
this, a solo, "I Will Sing New
Songs of Gladness," was presented by Mr. James McCombs,
Associate Professor of Music.
Robin Glascock; Senior Class
President, then introduced the
speaker, Dr. Annette Gibbs, Associate Professor of Higher Education and Associate Dean of
Students of UVA.

In her address, "The Path
to Tomorrow Turns Here,"l)r.
Gibbs urged everyone to strive
towards possessing a capacity to
change within today's whirling
society. She emphasized the need
in each person's life to identify
and to make choices but Bald that
self-individuality must be kept.
Longwood offers today's woman a chance to fit into a pattern
and also to turn that pattern to
suit her individual abilities. Dr.
Gibbs concluded by saying that the
world is opening its doors more
each day, and that each person
should aim for high goals and do
her best to achieve them.

St udenl Union Films
Coming This Snii<»st< T
September 1, 2

Peter Sellers
Goldie Hawn

There's a Girl in My Soup

September 7, 9
September 14, 16
September 21, 23

Summer of '42
Cool Hand Luke
The War Between Men
and Women
October 5, 6
The Sterile Cuckoo
October 19, 21
Charly
October26, 27
Horror Double Feature
1. Spirits of the Dead
2. Curse of Frankenstein
November 2, 4
The Candidate
November 9, 10, 1] The Baby Maker
November 30.
My Fair Lady
December 1
Scrooge
December 14, 15, 1 6

Paul Newman
Walter Mathau
Liza Minelli
Cliff Richardson

Robert Red ford
Audrey Hepburn
Rex Harrison

Meet a new friend
with an old problem.
Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.
jom Woodsy.

Give a hoot. Don'l pollute.
Work OUt ways to

make wastes useful.
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Special Notice

Two Women Appointed Over Summer

Late in spring, a careful inspection was made of the
walkway from Tabb Circle to the upper floor of Barlow. It was
found the archways under the walk were in a state of deterioration due to a loss of mortar between the bricks. Several bricks
had fallen out and others are loose. Although the walk is in no
danger of collapsing, there is a safety hazard under the walk
due to y<e possibility of falling bricks. For this reason, bicycles
have been removed from under the walk and the area has been
closed off with temporary fencing. Since the future use of Barlow
Building is related to the proposed new Physical and Health
Education Building, it is policy of the college administration
not to expend funds on major repairs on Barlow until a final
decision is received on the new building from the General
Assembly of Virginia.

To H-SC Board Of Trustees
The first women ever appointed
to the board of trustees at allmale Hamprten-Sydeny College
were announced in early August
by board chairman S. Douglas
Fleet.
Mrs. William T. Reed, Jr., of
Manak in-Sabot, and Mrs, James
H. Parsons, of Richmond arid
Virginia Beach, were among six
new board members approved on
July 22 by the Provisional Mission Council, Synod of the Virginias.
In making the announcement
Fleet said, "Both women are
noted for their civic accomplishments and interest in the college.
We feel that they are most qualified to serve in this capacity,
and will be forceful and imaginative in the pursuit of their responsibilities." The appointments are for a term of five
years.
It was emphasized, however,
that the appointment of the two
women to the board does not signal the beginnings of coeducation
at the 197-year-old institution.
"While Hampden-Sydney is an
all-male college, and will remain
so in the foreseeable future, the
appointment of Mrs. Parsons and
M rs. Reed is consistent with our
purpose of broadening the base of
board decision making by electing those who bring diversity to
the board," Fleet noted.

Mrs. Parsons and Mrs. Reed of the board of directors of the
are active in civic life, and both Richmond Sumphony.
Maj. James Morton of Prince
have close relationships with the
Edward
County, Mrs. Parsons'
college through their families.
great-great-grandfather, was
one of Hampden-Sydney's earliMRS REED
est trustees, serving from 1792
Mrs, Reed has served as direc- until 1835. Another ancestor,
tor of the Garden Club of Vir- Captain John Morton, was a
ginia and the Garden Club of founding trustee. Her greatAmerica, and was appointed by grandfather, William Smith MorGovernor Lin wood Holton to ton, was graduated from the colserve on the board of the Sci- lege in 1801, and alsoservedasa
ence Museum of Virginia in 1970. trustee, from 1816 until 1865.
Legislative Board Diseusses
She is the secretary of the Her father, also named William
Planned Parenthood Committee, Smith Morton, was graduated
with which she has been associ- from the college in 1877
Help Out, Parking Situation
ated since 1930, helped establish
the Goochland Family Service FOUR MEN APPOINTED
The first Legislative Board
In additional business matters,
meeting of the 73-74 school year Legislative Board members unfor the Needy, and was the first
Four men were also appointed was held last Monday night in the amiously re-elected Mr, Culley
woman vestryman elected to St,
Paul's Church in Richmond. She to the board, three of whom are reading rooms of Lank ford. Dalton and Dr. James Gussett
has also been a member of the Hampden-Sydney graduates.
Among items discussed were as advisors to the board. It
Collegiate School board, and was
John A. Field, Jr., '32, and ways of increasing the amount
was moved and seconded that a
a founder of the Collegiate Coun- Richard Venable, Jr., '50, are of funds in the board's Help Out second annual Student Governtry Day School.
both from Charleston, West Vir- project, which provides funds for ment Day be held on Thursday,
Mrs. Reed's late husband was ginia. Venable is vice president needy students.
October 25.
graduated from Hampden-Sydney and secretary of the TrojanSteel
It was suggested that another
The last topic discussed was
in 1925 and served as a trustee Company, and Judge Field is a chili dinner be held this year to the parking situation on campus.
of the college from 1947 to 1960. member of the Fourth Circuit help raise money, and that an- Ideas were discussed concerning
Her two sons also attended the Court of Appeals,
other talent show be held as an the various problems that have
college.
James L. Trinkle, '50, is a additional means of increasing arisen this year with parking,
Roanoke native and president of available funds. Since the found- including allowing special spaces
MRS. PARSONS
C. W. Grancis and Son, Inc., Re- ing of the project last spring, for seniors only to be designated
has been raised and given by a different colored parking
Mrs. Parsons is a member of altors. In 1967, Trinkle provided $300
to needy students.
the
guidance
for
the
Tiger,
Cenboundry lines. Discussion of the
the Historic Richmond Foundatury,
and
Founder
Alumni
Clubs.
The
student
government
sponmatter will continue once student
tion, the Virginia Historical Sosored
Swap
Shop
took
in
approxA
graduate
of
the
University
of
teachers
have left the campus.
ciety, the Richmond Woman's
imately
2,500
books,
and
sold
Virginia,
Herbert
W.
Jackson,
Club, and is an honorary member
III, of Richmond, is president and between 1,200-1,500 books.Methdirector of the Virginia Trust ods of acquiring students' opinCompany.
ions and suggestions to help make
the
Swap Shop more successful
Hampden-Sydney was founded
in 1776, approximately six in the future were discussed,
months before the signing of the and the board commended the
Declaration of Independence, It individuals who gave up their
free time to work in the Swap
mination which measures their currently has about 730 students. Shop
shortly after classes began.
mastery of the subject they expect to teach.
Prospective teachers should
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
their colleges, for specific advice on which examinations to
take and on which dates they
i v..
should be taken.
The BULLETIN OF INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES contains a list of test centers, and
'..*
.»
information about the examinations, as well as a Registration
>/ r»*»t»—
Form. Copies may be obtained
from college placement officers,
DEPOSIT YOUR KIMBERLY-CLARK
school personnel departments, or
directly from National Teacher
PREMIUM SEALS IN THE OFFICIAL
Examinations, Box 911, EducaDEPOSIT BOX AT OUR STORE
tional Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

ETS Announces Test Dates

For National Teacher Exam
College seniors preparing to
teach school may take the National Teacher Examinations
(NTE) on any of the four different test dates announced today by Educational Testing Service, (ETS) a nonprofit, educational organization which prepares and administers this testing program.
New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are: November 10, 1973, and January
26, April 6, and July 20, 1974.
The tests will be given at nearly
500 locations throughout the
United States, ETS said.
Results of the National Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts as one of
several factors in the selection
of new teachers and by several
states for certification or licensing of teachers. Some college! also require all seniors
preparing to teach to take the
examinations. The school systems and state departments of
education which use the examination results are listed in an NTE
leaflet entitled SCORE USERS
which may be obtained by writing to ETS.
On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take
the Common Examinations which
measure their professional preparation and general educational
background and an Area Exa-

Smitty Bros.
Electric Co., Inc.
Across from the
courthouse
BIG CAMPUS WELCOME
TO L0NGW00D!
Nave A Good Year!

Fight Muscular Dystrophy
For every 2 premium seals from
these products Kimberly-Clark
will donate 50 to the Muscular
Dystrophy Associations
of America
J

Dr. Bland Appointed

TERI

As Special
Consultant For
Product Research
Dr. Beatrice Bland, Professor of Education, Reading, and
Language Arts, has been appointed to the Silver Burdett Division
(SBD) of the General Learning
Corporation as a special consultant for new product re search and
development in the areas of reading and language arts.
One of six individuals selected
from across the nation, Dr. Bland
will be monitoring selected
school sites in Georgia and Virginia which will be testing and
evaluating educational materials
prior to their publication.
SBD is the elementary and high
school publication division of
General Learning Corporation,
Morristown, New Jersey, the
educational affiliate of General
Electric and Time, Inc.

KOTEX
feminine napkins

TOWELS

Regular or Super
Box Off 12

3 »"»99
39°
(jixAY S (SM«)
LIGGETT

KLEENEX
facial tissues
Box Off 200

4 FOR 99

DRUG STORES

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
209 N. Main St.
Phone 392-3145

FarnwiNe. Virginia

%£*£«%
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Fee Appropriation Figures For Campus
Organizations And Publications Released
Following a number of meetings of the Student Activity Fees
Committee (SAFC) last spring,
during which each recognized
campus organization submitted
an estimate of expected expenses
for the coming year, $66,000.00
was allotted among each of the
four classes, the campus publications, and eleven student organizations.
"I think the biggest problem
we encountered was not enough
money," commented SAFC
chairman Jane Chalkley. As a result, ' Everybody got cut a lot
more than they should have
been."
Appropriation
Procedure
Each year each student pays
an activity fee of $15. Without
it, no club or organization at
Longwood could exist, for it is
from the activity fees and no
other source that funds for each
club and organization are allotted. Each year the total activity
fee money is turned over to the
SAFC, a committee under and responsible to Legislative Board.
Each organization submits their
books and budgets from the previous year along with a projected
budget and request for the coming year to the SAFC. The books
are then audited and returned to
the SAFC, which then decides how
much money will be allotted to
each organization.
In appropriating funds, the
committee must take a number of
factors into consideration — the
number of clubs and organizations, versus the amount of money
available. In order to be eligible
for funds, an organization must
strive to benefit the campus as
a whole and attempt to make a
positive contribution to the student body.
After the SAFC has compiled
a tentative listing of recommended allocations, the figures are
given to the individual organiza-

Farmville, Va.

WELCOME
LONGWOOD
STUDENTS!

tions in order that they may have
an opportunity to review it and to
make an appleal should they feel
their allotment is not sufficient.
Committee Problems
The SAFC went through considerable change in student representation before the time
scheduled for fee allotment last
year. "It would help if appointed members who had to resign
due to conflicting interests (Debbie Bastek, as Editor-in-Chief
of THE ROTUNDA, and Jean Dunavant, as Chairman of the Student Union) had been allowed to
sit in on a session to give the
committee some idea of what was
going on," Jane noted, "even if
it was a mock appropriations
session."
Jane also felt it would help if
the chairman and former chairman and secretary met with new
committee members for a briefing session before the SAFC met
to allot fees. This was not done
last spring.
"I think the committee would
have been better prepared for
appropriations if it had been
briefed on what to look for and
types of questions to ask when
the organizations' representatives came in," she added.
SAFC Meetings
The appropriations run from
year to year, with the money
being given at the start of each
semester. The committee usually

meets in the spring to begin plans
for the coming year. During the
fall and winter months, however,
the committee is accessible
should an organization feel the
need to appleal for more funds.
A contingency fund of $2,000 is
set aside to meet such emergency
requests.
Allotment Cuts
In 1970, 34 clubs, organizations, and honoraries received
funds. Language clubs have since
been dropped from the appropriations, as have various groups
which disbanded. Other organizations, such as THE ROTUNDA,
AND THE VIRGINIAN, were appropriated less money this year
than in 1970. The Athletic Association, the Student Union, the
Longwood Players, and the Artist Series are among the groups
showing an increase in allotted
funds since 1970.
The allotment of fees was one
of the topics discussed at the annual faculty - student - staff retreat held the Thursday before
orientation.
SAFC membership is made up
of the treasurers of the four
classes, the president and treasurer of the Student Government,
two representatives who do not
hold a class office from each of
the freshmen, sophomore, and
junior classes, and a junior and
sophomore. The junior serves as
chairman, and the sophomore as
secretary.

APPROPRIATION
FIGURES
ORGANIZATIONS

AMOUNT REQUESTED APPROPRIATION^
FOR 1973 -1974

FOR 1973-1974

Artist Series
$ 8,500.00
Athletic Association
13,500.00
Senior Class
400.00
Junior Class
700.00
Sophomore Class
300.00
Freshman Class
300.00
GYRE
2,300.00
M.E.N.C.
150.00
Company of Dancers
1,580.00
Student Government
720.00
VIRGINIAN
12,000.00
ROTUNDA
7,000.00
Y.W.C.A.
1,100.00
Longwood Pageant
500.00
850.00
Honors Council
Student Union
18,000.00
Longwood Players
4,000.00
Pub Board
-0Home Economics Club
100.00
Afro-American Student Alliance
1,060.00
Federation of Student Social Workers
855.00
Contingency Fund

TOTAL

$73,915.00

$ 8,250.00
12,122.50
400.00
700.00
300.00
300.00
1,300.00
-0700.00
730.00
11,500.00
6,200.00
950.00
500.00
500.00
15,122.50
3,600.00
-085.00
400.00
350.00
2,000.00

$66,000.00

Hamilton, Craft, Vest, And Hevener
Receive Doctorates Over The Summer
By JANE BLOODWORTH
Four Longwood professors,
Dr. Quentin Vest, Dr. Fillmer
Hevener, Dr. Thomas Hamilton,
and Dr. Carolyn Craft, received
their doctorates this summer.
Dr. Hamilton, professor of
History, Assistant Director of
Admissions, and Director of Institutional Research, received
his Ph. D. in Medieval Latin
Literature from the University
of Virginia. He did his dissertation on Goscelin, Flemish monk
who went to England during the
period of the Norman Conquest.
The monk did two significant
things, he fell in love with a
nun and was therefore banished
from the monastery. He also rewrote the lives of many English
saints and heroes. Although his
first deed was probably more
notorious, his second, according
to Dr. Hamilton, had a signifi-

ROCHETTE'S
FLORIST
WELCOME BACK LONGWOOD!

cant effect in lessening the cultural conflict between the AngloSaxons and their Norman Conquerors.
"At the end of the eleventh
century there was a cultural
conflict between the Anglo-Saxons and the Normans analogous to
the conflict between the Germans
and the French in France during
World War II," Dr. Hamilton
said.
Goscelin was a neutral, being
Flemish, and could thereby make
a judicious appraisal of those
heroes. Dr. Hamilton concluded,
"he could use his continental
literary education to cast his
works about them in forms the
Normans could appreciate."
The dissertation was about
1,000 pages long. Dr. Hamilton
feels that his five examiners,
"all who behaved like gentleman," were very "fair" in their
questioning. "If they got onto
something you did not know, they
dropped it," he said.
When asked if getting his degree would have much effect
on his work here, Dr. Hamilton
replied, "Theoretically it's supposed to. The review needed to
pass the comprehensives gave
me an overview of my field
and an idea for a new course.
However, I feel that the whole
process of getting a degree does
not necessarily have any intrinsic relationship with good teaching. After all, writing a dissertation only means that you
know more than anybody else
about a subject very few persons
are interested in. Furthermore,
there's a tendancy to inflict this
knowledge on other people. And

also there is the danger that
having spent so much time to
master an area a person tends
to exaggerate its importance and
begins to expect other people to
automatically have the same level
of interest in it.
Getting a Ph. D., like getting
any other degree, should be an
end in itself rather than the
means to an end," he concluded.
Doctor Fillmer Hevener attained his Ed. D. in English
Education, at the University of
Virginia. His dissertation was
written on a study of the levels
of questions asked by student
teachers in the field of secondary
English.
"The questions can be grouped
according to levels," Dr. Hevener said. "For example, the lowest level is the memory question.
The highest would be the kind
that would allow the student to
evaluate."
The study was done on student
teachers representing nine colleges and universities in Virginia. The results were that the
student teachers asked predominantly, lower level questions
"The recommendation out of
my study would by that we who
are preparing teachers should
give some attention to instructing
the student on how to ask questions," Dr. Hevener said.
Dr. Hevener definitely feels
that his new degree will have a
positive effect on his work at
Longwood. "I will have more time
to devote to teaching, since I
will not be working on my doctorate."
"Also a number of the graduate
courses were stimulating. They

offered fresh, new courses." Dr.
Hevener said, "I do think I will
be able to be a better teacher."
Dr. Vest received his Ph. I>.
from Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tennessee. The title
of his dissertation was "Perpetual Savage: The Historical Consciousness in Modern Southern
Literature."
It was written on three Southern
writers, who, according to Dr.
Vest, were "completely different." They were William Faulkner, Allen Tate, and Ftannery
O'Connor,
• I wanted to find out what they
had in common; to discover what
makes Southern Literature different from the mainstream of
American Literature." Dr. Vest
said, "I wanted to define the
word Southern as a critical
term,"
The idea for this study first
occurred to Dr. Vest while he
was working towards his M.A.
at Vanderbilt University. It resulted from a course taken under
Allen Tate.
Dr. Vest feels that this study
will be "directly beneficial to my
work at Longwood. I teach a
course in this field."
He also feels that he will now
have more time to contribute to
teaching, although he plans to
continue his research.
Dr. Carolyn Craft received her
doctorate from the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.
The title of her dissertation was,
"Freewill in Malory's LeMorte
and Some Earlier Authurian
Writings."
The dissertation covers the
(Continued on Page 11)
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Eight Departments Make New Additions
To Faculty For The Coming Session

By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
The month of August welcomed
eighteen new faculty members
to the Longwood campus. Additions have been made to the
departments of education, English, foreign Language, history,
math, science, business and physical education.
In the department of education,
Dr. Elmer Wallace Bowington
and Dr. Ray B. Sizemore have
been apponted associate professors, Mr. Richard J. Aubry, Jr.
assistant professor, and Mr. John
Edwin Arehart instructor. Dr.
Bowington comes to Longwood
Andee Maddox Oglesby and Casey Wilkes, Longwood grads
from VPI & SU where he was
turn admissions counselors.
assistant director of the Learning Research Center. He holds
Two Active Alumni Return To
the B.A. degree from the University of the Americas (Mexico
City), the master's degree and
L.C. As Admission Counselors
doctorate in education from the
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON to see students become too re- University of Virginia.
Mr. Aubry holds the B.S. from
Most seniors remember the laxed to the point that they beclass of 1971 because they were come lacadasical; but you gen- the American University, M. Ed.
just finishing their freshman erally don't find that sort of from the University of Virginia
year. Two members of the '71 thing in higher education. The where he expects to receive his
class have returned as Miss major change I see is the dress doctorate this year. He has been
Cassandra A. Wilkes and Mrs. code, and the atmosphere seems an elementary and primary
Mildred M. Oglesby, admissions more relaxed," said Mrs. Ogles- teacher in Prince William and
counselors. They are better by. Miss Wilkes sees Longwood Fairfax Counties, a graduate asknown as Casey Wilkes and Andee as more liberal "in curfew and sistant at U. Va., and director
head teacher at Sabot School,
Maddox, prominent members of alcoholic beverages."
"I
feel
that
a
Longwood
stuan
early learning center.
Longwoods class of 1971.
dent
now
feels
more
'on
her
own'
Mr.
Arehart served for a year
Miss Wilkes and Mrs.Oglesby
are currently engaged in "re- more independent and mature with the Peace Corps in Nepal
cruiting students for the college because of these changes. It is where he taught English to grades
by traveling to College Night also great to see the college three - eight and mathematics
Programs", said Miss Wilkes. expand in its course offerings in grade eight. In addition, he
Together, they are specifically to meet the needs of the stu- has taught in the high schools of
recruiting students to the col- dents", explained Miss Wilkes. Sussex and Albemarle Counties
Mrs. Oglesby finished by say- and at a private boarding school
lege "for admissions in the 1974ing,
"I wish girls would take in Alexandria. He holds the B.A.
75 year", noted Mrs. Oglesby.
a
more
serious interest in the from the Southwestern at MemWhile on campus as an underprograms
offered by the college. phis and the M. Ed. from the Unigraduate, Miss Wilkes served
They
don't
know what they have versity of Virginia.
as president of Legislative Board.
missed
until
they get out".
Mr. Raymond Snead will be
In returning to Longwood she
Both former students are happy supervising the student teachers
commented, "It's great to get a
with
their new found employ- in the Northern Virginia area.
chance to see the college from
ment
and look forward to He lives in Fredericksburg and
the 'other' side. This work is
"spreading
the Gospel" accord- was educated at the College of
something I have always wanted
ing
to
Longwood
to perspective William and Mary. He will be
to try".
Since 1971, Miss Wilkes has students throughout this year. serving as part of the education
been teaching health and physical
education to ninth grade girls
in the county of Henrico. A native
of Keysville, she now resides
in the town of Farmville.
Mrs. Oglesby was vice president of the same board in 1971
and feels "great" being back at
L. C. "I'm glad to see the friendliness and spirit haven't changed
to get across was concerning
By BETTY BASS
much in two years. I love workDr. Eleanor Bobbit opened tradition. "Tradition isn't a
ing with the administrators and
thing you give to someone, it's
faculty of whom, the L.C. stu- the fall induction ceremony of a passing down of beliefs from
Geist
with
these
words,
"There's
dents should be proud", she said. beauty in the sunrise, there's class to class and from genSince graduation,Mrs.Oglesby splendor in a rose and each of eration to generation. Tradition
has used her elementary educa- us see beauty in some people can be an emotion, it can be a
tion degree by teaching fourth that we know. For beauty comes desire to excell, it can be a
and sixth grade in Henrico. She in many forms and with us to- goal to reach, it can be the
has married and now lives in nite is Mrs. Lynne Coleman
stimulation of minds to seek
Farmville, while her husband Agee; Geist presents her with truth and to discover themcompletes his education at Emory the light, for love, devotion, and selves."
and Henry College.
"Tradition isdefinitely
Both young women were memworking in one form or another.
bers of Longwood's CHI, Who's
Therefore, it becomes every asWho, Geist and Alpha Gamma
pect of college life that is carried
Delta social sorority. Mrs. Ogon around us. As we shift this
lesby was also elected president
emphasis from one truth to anof her frehsman and sophomore
other, some individuals strike out
classes and served as orientaahead of the group."
tion leader.
Mrs. Agee ended with the
Miss Wilkes and Mrs. Ogwords, "Longwodd is a success
lesby do feel L. C. has changed
throughout the state and the
for the better in most cases.
greatest parts of its victories go
"Having been a teacher, I hate
to Geist and what it represents
tonight. That of leaders and followers respecting each otherthis is truly our tradition."
BARBERA RADFORD
Devotions were then given by
unselfishness are traits most of- Debbie Waldron and Debbie Carread Ike -mall print'
ten seen in everything she's neal explained the principles for
undertaken, regardless of where which GEIST stands and lit the
she's been. We're glad to have cnadles which symbolize honor,
her back tonight. Please help me humility, and the light of inwelcome her back home with telligience.The members of
open arms always."
Geist then tapped the following
The main theme that Mrs. new members: Rita Berryman,
Agee, a Longwood graduate, tried a junior Business E ducat in

department.
In the English Department,
Miss Martha E. Cook and Mr.
Massie C. Stinson, Jr., have
been appointed assistant professors. Miss Sharon G. Dean and
Miss Bette L. McKinney will be
instructors in the department.
Miss Cook is a native of Norcross, Georgia, and holds the
B. A. degree from Maryville
College (Tenn.) and the M.A.
from Vanderbilt University
where she is completing requirements for her doctorate.
She has served as instructor
of English at Georgia Southern
College and at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
where she was also managing
editor of the "Southern Literary
Journal." Mr. Stinson holds the
B. A. and M. A. degrees from
the University of Richmond and
is working toward the Ph. D.
degree from the University of
South Carolina. He comes to
Longwood from Bluefield State
College (W. Va.) where he is
assistant professor of English.
Miss Dean is from California,
where she graduated magna cum
laude with her B.A. Her M.A. is
from University of Illinois.
Dr. Thomas More Harrington,
Dr. Anthony S. Maurice, Dr.
Richard L. Brodesky have been
named assistant professors of
foreign languages. A native of
Boston, Mass., he holds the B.A.
degree in philosophy from Harvard College, the master of arts
degree in philosophy and mathematics from Cornell University,
a second M.A. (in physics and
French) from Boston College,
and the Ph. D. in French from
Harvard University. In addition,
he studied at the Ecole Normale
Superieure in Paris. The recipient of fellowships at Harvard,
Cornell, and Ecole Normale Superieure, Dr. Harrington is the
author of a book published in
Paris last year. His previous

positions include working as an
associate analyst for IBM Corporation in New York City and
teaching French at Maimonides
School in Brookline, Mass.
Mr. David A. Kirchgessner
will be an instructor in geology.
He comes from New York, and
obtained his B.A. and M.A. from
N. Y. He is anticipating his Ph.
D. from U.N.C. Mr. Bradley T.
Lutz is a Lt. Col. (retired) and
is serving as assistant professor of business. His B. S. is
from University of Maryland and
his M.B.A. is from George Washington University.
Mr. David L. Sadowski is an
instructor in the Physical education and Health department.
His B. S. is from Clemson University and he obtained his M.S.
from U.N.C.
In the history and social department, Dr. Margaret S. Sanford will be assistant professor
of anthropology and sociology.
She earned the baccalaureate degree at American University and
the Ph. D. in anthropology and
sociology from Catholic University. She has taught at the University of Maryland, Bloomsburg
State College and Clarion State
College in Pennsylvania.
Dr. Francis Richard Kidder
has been named assistant professor of mathematics. His educational background includes the
B. A. and M. A. degrees from
San Diego State College and the
doctorate in education from the
University of Georgia. After serving for 20 years in the U.S.
Navy, Dr. Kidder was a high
school teacher in San Diego and
assistant professor of mathematics at Chattanooga State Technological Institute. Mrs. Karen
R. Dougan is an instructor in
the math department.
These are the new faculty appointments made by the Longwood College board of visitors
for the 1973-74 session.

Geist Taps Three Seniors
In Fall Induction Ceremony
major form Waverly, Virginia.
She is the Vice-Chairman of Residence Board, a member of
Kappa Delta Pi and Phi Beta
Lambda, and has served as a
summer Orientation Leader.
Martha Noel, a junior Home
Economics major from Richmond, Virginia. She is a member
of Pi Delta Epsilon, the Publications Board, the Home Economics Club, was the co-editer
of last year's VIRGINIAN, and has
served as a Student Assistant.
Barbera Radford, a senior
English and Speech major from
Va. Beach, Virginia. She is a
RITA BERRYMAN

member of the Rotunda staff and
has served as a Student Assistant.

cA Guide
to cigarette
cAds.

MARTHA NOEL

Geist is Longwood's principle
honorary society, recognizing
juniors and seniors who have
shown to be outstanding in leadership, scholarship, and service to
the community. Students must
have a 2.8 average for induction
into Geist, which Strives to "recognize and encourage leadership, promote college loyalty,
preserve ideals and traditions of
the college, and to foster high
ideals of s e r v i c e and scholarship."

O.D.U. Professor Currently Compiles
New Dictionary Of Chinese Language
As relations between the U.S.
and the People's Republic of
China continue to expand, an
Old Dominion University professor and his student assistants
are working on a different kind
of Sino-American relationship
their languages.
Dr. Richard S. Harman, assistant professor of political science, and ODU students Thomas
Byrne and David Collins are compiling a Chinese dictionary which
should reduce considerably the
time required to translate the
language into English, aiding the
scholar and anyone else interested in the Chinese way of life.
"Reading or translating
Chinese poses formidable problems, even for the Chinese, because the characters bear little
or no relationship to the spoken
language and are difficult to locate in any available dictionary,"
Dr. Harman said recently. "We
expect our system to permit
a person with a minimum of formal training to translate complicated vocabularies in much less
time than would normally be required."
Prefacing a discussion of his
project, which is being funded by
the ODU Research Foundation,
Dr. Harman explained the tedious
process currently used to find
the definition of an unfamiliar
Chinese word.
"The reader must first identify a part of the character known
as the 'radical,'under which each
of the characters is listed. There
are 214 radicals in all, and often
the radical is not readily apparent.
"If the radical is identified, the
reader must then turn to a separate part of his book containing
radical lists. More than 7,000
characters are in use, so the
lists under the 214 radicals are
necessarily long. The characters
are further subdivided by total
stroke count (the nember of lines
used to create the character),
which often takes much time to
determine and sometimes varies

for the same character according
to the style in which it is written.
This introduces another variable
"If the reader finds the character he is seeking, he is given
a character number or page number, requiring that he turn to
another part of the same book,
or to a separate book, for the
meaning of the character. Even
then, however, his task is only
partly finished because about 90
per cent of all Chinese words
are not single characters but
combinations (compounds) of
characters. The lists of compounds under many characters
mav include several hundred entries which the reader must
search. If he doesn't find his
word, he may conclude either that
he made a mistake somewhere or
that the dictionary doesn't have
his word.
"To reduce these problems,"
Dr. Harman continued, "I have
developed over the past five years
a simple character indexing system that with a small margin
of error permits the reader to
go directly from the Chinese
compound to its definition, bypassing all the preliminary steps.
The index system is a variation
on the 'four corner' system which
has long been in use in a more
complicated form. An original
aspect of our dictionary is that
index values for compounds are
coupled to afford the reader
speedy access to the compound
he wishes to translate. About 75
different character indexing systems are known, according to
Professor William Hung of Harvard, but none is truly functional."
Dr. Harman said he is attacking
the fproblem both as a political
scientist and as a student of the
language. "Anyone who wishes to
specialize in government or international relations of another
country should know the laguage
of that country.The Chinese language has long been one of the
chief barriers to the study of
Chinese people and politics."

(Dr. Harman studied Chinese at
the University of Virginia under
the late Professor Alice Leng,
a native of Peking. His project
is dedicated to her memory.)
"Approximately 7,000 characters are in use and unless a person studies for three or four
years memorizing them, he can't
easily translate the language.
"The system we're working on
indexes traditional compounds
and new terms up to 1930. Because 90 per cent of all Chinese
words are in compound form,
we're indexing these in addition
to single characters. The dictionary can be expanded to include modern terms."
Dr. Harman described briefly
how the system will work: "You
analyse the compound and, on the
basis of the variations of the
strokes used by the Chinese to
write the character, you can go
directly to the definition and pronunciation of the compound.
"With this compound system
dictionary, the reader can quickly
find new words after he's learned
some Chinese and without trying
to memorize alot of characters.
It's main purpose is to reduce
the time element. The reader can
find any given word in the dictionary in less than a minute
whereas many experienced students of the language average
much longer using other dictionaries.
"No other system goesdirectly
from index value to definition
and many dictionaries don't provide pronunciation."
The professor said the team's
final product may be of value
in a number of areas and that
he hopes to expand the dictionary if the system proves successful.
"The dictionary should be useful to English-speaking people in
translating and reading. It may
be useful to the government in
its study of China and the basic
concept might even be applicable
in China for the education of the
masses of the Chinese people.

Longwood Senior Janice Thomas
Represents Danville In Festival
Janice Marie Thomas, senior
elementary major from Danville,
Virginia, has been selected Danville's 1973 Tobacco princess
and will represent the city in the
National Tobaaco Festival competition in Richmond October 1013.
A member of Delta Zeta sorority, Janice is currently engaged in student teaching at West
Moreland Elementary School in
Danville, and hopes to teach in
the Williamsburg area following
graduation this coming May. She
is sponsored in her title by the
National Tobacco Textile Museum.
The National Tobacco Festival,
held October 6 through 13, has
brought recognition to the tobacco
industry and contributed approximately $232,00 to state charites
over the past 24 years.
Special events attract more
than a quarter of a million people
from all over the world each year,
including a parade, two balls, an
automobile race, and a football
game between the University of
Richmond and the University of
Southern Mississippi.
The Queen's Tobacco Ball will
be held on October 13 at the Hotel
John Marshall, with music provided by the Meyer Davis Orchestra. The Queen and her court
will be presented at this time.

Janice Thomas, Danville's representative in the upcoming
National Tobacco Festuval.
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A SHORT POEM by Dr. Richard Harman, an Old Dominion
University professor who is compiling a new, quick-reft'rence
Chinese-English dictionary. Translated, the symbols read:

Hear the wind in high places Always bearing hoarfrost,
Always, our deaths.

"We're indexing 50,000 traditional compounds to start, and
if it works we hope to prepare
a dictionary of terms in common
usage for the post-1949 period.
This would include simplified
characters and the modern mainland Chinese romanization called
'Pin-Yin.' This is necessary because after 1949 the Communist
Chinese Party transformed the
language by revising about 2,000
of the most common characters

and by adding many modern
terms. When you consider that
these 2,000 characters account
for 96 per cent of all their writing, this cliange has altered the
printed form of most Chinese
texts. This is an on-going process, so the dictionary will be
constructed for easy expansion."
Dr. Harman hopes to have the
traditional dictionary completed
by January, 1974.

College Self-Study Follow Up
Reveals Aetion Taken By L.C.
By JANE BLOODWORTH
"The recomendation made by
the visiting committees did not
lie dormant," said Mr. William
J. Peele, coordinator of Admissions, Field Services and Placement, of Longwood's self-study
program.
These committees represented four different groups, the
Council of Social Work Association, the State Department of Education, NCATE (National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education) and SACS (Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools). In an interview with
Mr. Peele, he gave this reporter
a list of the recommendations
which have been mentioned to the
faculty at this point.
A recommendation was made
by SACS that Longwood take steps
to appoint a faculty member
whose sole responsibility would
lie in the field of pre-professional health programs. Plans for
this action are underway, according to Mr. Peele.
SACS also recommended that
this college request a review of
its graduate programs from the
State Board of Higher Education.
This has been done, according
to Mr. Peele.
It was also recommended by
SACS that Longwood provide

"more appropriate housing" for
business classes. The purpose of
this is to provide an environment
typical of that in which business
students are being trained to
work.
"Plans for this were already
under way when the recommendation was made," said Mr. Peele.
The NCATE recommended that
students be given more clinical
and observational experience befor they student teach. Also, they
stated that there was a need
for more instruction on materials
in the media area.
"However, they commended
the institutional quality of the
faculty, the campus school, and
the programs for evaluating
graduates," said Mr. Peele.The
NCATE report is not final, as
there are still a few formal
procedures.
There has been no official
reply from the council of Social
Work. The State Department of
Education has accredited all
programs.
"This is not an automatic thing,
and we are very pleased with it,"
said Mr. Peele.
The self-study and visiting
committee report are on file In
the library, and are open to
students and faculty, according
to M r. Peele.
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Additional State Aid Sought
For College Students In Va.
- (From

Richmond Times
Dispatch)
The State Council on Higher
Education adopted in August a
statement of goals for this
decade that calls for the state
to give additional financial
assistance to students to provide greater access to state
and private institutions of
higher learning.
The goals wrrr liMrd in (he
three broad categories of accessibility excellence .ind ar(nuntnbility, and will bpmcludr<] m ihp council's master plan
for higher education which is
being prepared
I'ndcr a< cessibility, tho
(nun< ii pointed out thai thelark
■ >f finances often arts as a
barrier against a student's
furthering his education
Hi.' K"''ls siair thai a 1969
study showed thai "17percent
of a< adcmically dibble hi^h
school graduates in Virginia
failed 10 go to college because
they lacked the financial support "
Till COUNCIL concluded
thai "students from lower income families do not enjoy the
benefits of postsecondary
ediK ation 10 the extent of those
with high family iniome
Virginia's I MI t ion rate for
publicIv supported institutions
of higher education is the third
highest m ihe 14 area Southern
region, the council said
Its goals encourage the state
to continue to provide access to
private institutions in the state,
either through existing
programs or new ones
in both private and public institutions, the council said. The
commonwealth must, if the opportunity for accessibility is to

be guaranteed, provide
necessary financial assistance
to the greatest possible number
of students "
I he goals alsocall for greater
access to continued education
fur such
new clientele"
groups as lower half high school
Students, adults and part-time
learners, and minorities
I'nder excellence, the statement forecasts that the higher
education system's rate of
growth willdecreasedunngthe
decade which will provide for a
period "of consolidation with
respect to enrollments and
facilities

•THUS.

THE

com

monwealth's commitment to
provide quality education can
recieve an even greater
emphasis than has been possible during a time when large
sumsof money were required to
build and equip new educational
facilities and to provide other
resources for the expanding
number of students "
I'nder accountability, the
statement calls for greater
cooperation between the higher
education community and the
secondary and elementary
levels of the system
"The preparation that
students receive at these two
levels." the council said, "will
either ill-equip or successfully
prepare them for work in
Virginia's postsecondary institutions "
The council said^here should
be close association at all levels
"to ensure that each student
receives academic opportunities, commensurate with
his interests and abilities, that
will prepare him for postsecondary education or training."
In another matter, the coun-

cil approved the institution of a
master's degree program in
English at George Mason
University, recognizing that it
was entering a potentially
troublesome area.
THE COUNCIL stressed that
it wold "'" grant the request
simply because of the dense
population of the Northern
Virginia area served by the
school. To do so, the council
concluded, would be to open the
door for every urban institution
10 have similar requests
approved
The council based its action
primarily on the question of accessability and it concluded
that such a program was not
reasonably accessible to the
students most likely to require
it
In another matter, the council tabled action on a request by
Madison College that it be permitted to initiate a four-year
nursing program to help meet
the needs of Shenandoah Valley
hospitals.
An earlier request was
withdrawn when the council informed the college administration that council's staff would
not recommend approval of the
request
The staff's primary objection
was based on what it determined to be inadequate clinical
facilities.

Your girlfriends can
get you pregnant faster
than your husband.
Sometimes it looks like there's a conspiracy
to get you to have children.
You're married and it's great being alone
with your husband, discovering each other
and feeling free to do whatever you want.
But already your girlfriends are telling
you how wonderful children are and how
selfish it is to wait and anything else they
can think of to make you feel guilty.
Actually the girls are only part of it.
Let us not forget the future grandparents, bless their impatient hearts.
There's an awful lot of pressure on you.
It becomes hard to resist
But if you want to, you have to know the

facts of birth planning. (Lots of people who
think they know, don't. Research statistics
show that more than half the pregnancies
each year are accidental.)
As for the pressure from relatives
and friends, just remember that if you're
going to have a baby it should be because
you really want one.
Not because you were talked into it.

Planned Parenthood

Children by choice. Not chance.
For further information.write Planned Parenthood,
Box 431. Radio City Station. New York. N Y 10019

riftnr.nl Parenthood M ■ national, nun pront ura;aniiat
lation 4*dicat*4 to providing
information and rffrrlivr m*an« of family planning to all who -ant and n«*d it

\^y
'^ST-*

advartiaing rontnbutfd
for tht pub
public food

The L.C. Science Department
Develops A New Project

States six times a day.
The signals they receive pass
through several pieces of complicated equipment and are reproduced as pictures on a tubeTWO SPOKESMEN from the
shaped cylinder by a sensitive
Harnsonburg Community askneedle.
ed the council toconsider the reCloud patterns over the earth's
quest yesterday and pledged
surface and even hot and cold
full community support for the
program.
areas are reproduced on paper,
Dr. Joseph E. Gardner, a
similar to those shown on an
Harrisonburg physician, said
everyday weather report on telethe nursing situation there is
vision.
critical, and that valley
It took a lot of hard work,
Dr. Evelyn Mayer
hospitals are not drawing nurthough, before the first signal
ses from other schools.
was picked up. The girls strug(Continued from Page 1)
students outside of her office, Dr.
Robert Strieker, a valley
gled
for six months after the
Mayer
concluded
with
an
answer
sity. "It might even mean a difbusinessman, said thehospitals
project
began before the first
to
the
inevitably
asked,
"Why
did
ference in priorities," she said,
could recruit nurses for a fourtransmission,
barely audible,
explaining that the students here you come to Farmville? "
year-program at Madison,
came
through
the
receiver.
"Very definitely because I had
seem to have "a very sincere inwhile they cannot for the threeSix more months elapsed belearned something about Longterest in their education."
year program at the hospital.
fore
they received two Polaroid
wood
College
while
at
U.Va."
She further explained that a difThe council staff will review
pictures.
Since then, Alvena WeiDr.
Mayer
said
she
had
been
ference in values was exemplithe request, but the fact
skercher,
working over the sumfied by the Student Government "very impressed" with what she
remains that facilities would
mer,
has
deve'oped
a fast, inexSwap Shop, because "You would- heard and saw at a conference
ha ve to be approved by the State
pensive,
and
better
way to pron't find that many students throw- for higher education held here
Board of Nursing.
duce
the
signals
into
pictures.
ing themselves into a service while she was at U.Va., and felt
The tube-shaped cylinder is the
project" on other campuses.
that Longwood held many of the
only one like it, designed to operDr. Mayer feels the most im- things "I could believe in and be
ate with just a sheet of plain paportant aspect of her position is happiest with." This included the
per and carbon paper.
to be available to students "for more personalized approach to
Work is still being done on this
assisting their needs, for guiding the students, more unity and
machine to improve it enough to
their endeavors, and for sharing emphasis on developing woman's
sell the idea.
their accomplishments." The total capacity to be a leader and
Carol Anderson is presently
role of the Office of the Dean of a productive member of society."
neglecting
to
pick
up
their
money
The
Swap
Shop
officially
closworking
on the project.
Noting
that
she
had
the
means
Students, as she sees it, is to
or
unsold
books.
This
meant
the
ed
for
the
semester
on
last
Tuesadminister all the different fac- for comparison, Dr. Mayer statets of the different parts of the ed that Longwood has "Every- day, Carolyn Campbell, chairman staff of the Swap Shop had to spend
Annual Retreat
campus that affect the students' thing I thought I was coming to of the Swap Shop committee, re- much time trying to find the
(Continued from page 1)
life apart from the academics, Longwood College for and more." ported a successful operation people who had not gotten their
Dr. Mayer received her B.S. with approximately fourteen hun- money and had to find some- ments sponsoring the events.
specifically citing the organizawhere to put books which were
tion and administration of serv- in Health and Physical Educa- dred used books sold.
8. Faculty Evaluation. It was
The Swap Shop makes ten cents not picked up.
ices to the student that are not tion at Lockhaven State College
suggested
that all faculty memAll the workers in the Swap
directly academic, counseling in Pennsylvania, her M.Ed, in on every book it sells. This money
bers
utilize
the Faculty Evaluaand advising, and an availability Guidance and Counseling at Ship- after operation expenses are sub- Shop are student volunteers. tion forms made available by the
Carolyn said that these people
pensburg State College, and her stracted, is put into a special
to help students.
did "a really great job." In Student Government. It was recscholarship
fund.
Explaining that she hoped to Ed.D. at the University of Virommended that these forms be
The biggest problem, accord- addition, she said "I would like
have even more contact with the ginia.
ing to Carolyn, was the lack of a to personally thank all the vol- made available to the faculty
complete book list. Because of unteers who gave up many hours prior to the last week of each
semester.
this lack, many books were taken and spent many hectic monents
9. Self-Regulatory Hours. It
into the Swap Shop which could in the past week in the Swap
was
suggested that the policies
ALL SCHOOL SUPPLIES 10% OFF
not be sold since they were no Shop. The service could not have
concerning
self-regulatory hours
been rendered to the student
longer being used.
in
the
residence
halls be reA second problem was people body without them."
'TIL SEPTEMBER 15TH
evaluated. Many students are of
the opinion that the program is
not effective.
10. Student Recruiting. It was
recommended that college recruiters
place more emphasis on
20% Off To Longwood Students (With L.C. ID)
our non-teaching programs and
the uniqueness of Longwood when
On All Merchandice And Repairwork
recruiting prospective students.
By SANDY SHELTON
Is Longwood on the verge of
having its 6wn weather bureau?
Since the summer of '72, several students in the science department have been working on a
special project, under the direction of Mr. Meshejian, in which
satellite transmissions are picked up on special equipment and
recorded as actual pictures.
Work began on this project
over a year ago by three Physics majors: Cindy Hudgins, Sue
Shealor, and Shirley Wood; all
now graduated.
Each contributed to the project
in the different areas of electronics, antennas, and computer programs, designing and putting together their own equipment.
With a 12-foot antenna on the
roof and a room full of equipment
in the basement, these girls began tracking a certain satellite
which passes over the United

Swap Shop Is Labeled

Successful-With Problems

CRUTE'S

MAIN STREET SHOE SUPPLY

CATALYST
(Continued from Page 1)
is approximately equivalent to
the energy previously generated
by the four coal fired boilers.
Except during peak loads created
by prolonged and unusually cold
weather, the two oil fired boilers
will meet the college's current
requirements. Two coal fired
boilers are being retained for
emergency use in case of breakdown on an oil boiler, or peak
heating requirements.
We expect to be burning coal
until January or February 1974.
Operation of the plant on oil
next year wi II reduce the amount
of pollutants discharged into the
atmosphere in comparison with
the use of coal for fuel."
Q - I recently purchased a
required textbook for a Longwood statistics class. The book
was bought at the William and
Mary bookstore. The cashier
there did not charge tax for the
book because she said W&M was
a state supported school and it
was a state law not to charge
tax on required books. If this is
true, why does Mr. Harper's
bookstore charge tax on all required books?
A - According to Mr. Paul,
Business Manager, Longwood is
not the only hook store in a statesupported institution in Virginia
that operates its bookstore by
lease, and the method of operation is entirely each institution's
perogative.
The decision to
operate the bookstore by college
paid staff, or by lease, is primarily based on which method
is the most efficient and expedient toprovide necessary services at the lowest possible cost.
By considering size of student
body, location, overhead costs
and other
economic factors,
Longwood's bookstore is operated by lease since it is felt
that this is the best overall
method to provide the services
at the least cost.
An attempt to have Longwood's
bookstore exempt from sales tax
was made in 1971, but was unsuccessful since a favorable ruling for Longwood would have
affected all retail establishments
selling textbooks. If every retail
store that sells textbooks in Virginia were exempt from sales
tax, the lost of revenue to the
state would be significant and
would neces sarily be replaced
by higher taxes in other areas.

What she needs,
mone^y can't buy.

There arc old people who
need someone to talk to. Bo\s
who need fathers, Guvi in
veterans' hospitals who need

someone to visit them. Kids who
need tutors.
We know lots of people and
groups who need your help.
Write "Volunteer," 0f^
Washington. D.C. 200M%M

Wfe need you7
I lu- National Center t> <r
Vulu ntary Action.
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State Residents Have Right
To Lower Tuition Charge
The Supreme Court has recognized the right of a state's "own
bona fide residents" to attend
public colleges and universities
"on a preferential tuition basis."
At the same time, however,
the Court struck down a Connecticut law which prevented out of-state students from ever becoming eligible for lower tuition
rates.
The Court, in a 6-3 decision,
said such laws created a "permenent and irrebuttable presumption" of non-residence, and
thus violated a citizen's constitutional right to due process of
law.
Justice Potter Stewart wrote
in the majority opinion, "We fully
recognize that a state has a legitimate interest in protecting
and preserving the quality of its
own bona fide residents to attend such instituions on a preferential basis." But, the Court
said, the concept of out-of-state
tuition was not really at issue in
the Connecticut case.
In 1970 the Supreme Court upheld a U. S. district court ruling
which had said that states have a
right to classify students as residents or non-residents, charge
the non-residents higher tuition,
and require them to wait a reasonable period of time before applying for reclassification.
Unanswered Questions
In its recent decision, however, the Court did not answer
all the questions concerning outof-state tuition which have arisen
since 18 year-olds were given
the vote in 1971, such as the constitutionality of specific waiting
periods and other restrictions on
a student's ability to qualify as a
state resident for tuition purposes.
Justices Thurgood Marshall
and William Brennan, Jr., noted
that although they agreed with the
majority opinion for the most
part, they objected to any suggestion that the Court was upholding
the right of a state "to impose
a one year residency requirement as a prerequisite to qualifying for in-state tuition benefits."

History Department
Makes Changes
In Its Staff
According to Dr. Charles F.
Lane, chairman of the History
and Social Sciences Department,
Mr. Author Byrd resigned from
the Social Work discipline last
year. Mr. Byrd is currently
teaching at Livingston College
in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Dr. Margaret Sanford has been
added to the staff as an instructor of Anthropology. Dr. Sanford
completed her graduate work at
the Catholic University of
America in Washington, D. C.
Module classes have been
started this year in the Social
Work Program. These instructions, which range from 401407, are worth either one or two
credit hours.
A student usually takes these
classes after completing their
senior field work. The purpose of
most of these modules is to combine the practical experiance
learned in the field with more
extensive classroom studies.

Additional Residency
Requirement
There are several states which
not only require a student to wait
a specific period of time before
qualifying as a resident, but also
require that the waiting be done
while an individual is not enrolled as a student. The additional requirement discourages
changes of residence by making
it necessary to move into a state
before enrolling in a state institution, or dropping out of school
for a while.
The opinions of lower courts
on the acceptability of this additional requirement have been
mixed, and the Court has been
asked to review a case involving
the University of North Carolina.

Hockey .season is under way again following the selection of
team members last week.

Fall Hockey Season
Underway Next Week

By CLARE BAXTER
high. Miss Hodges also hopes that
Under the direction of Miss those individuals who did not
Carolyn Hodges the 1973-74 make the team will continue to
(Continued from page 7)
writings of St. Augustine through Girl's Field Hockey Team got off be actively involved in the game
the fifteenth century, and five to a roaring start. With eighteen through participation in class
works of Authurian literature, returning players and thirty-two play, intramurals, hockey camp,
new players, mostly freshman, and 1974 team tryouts.
ending with Mallory.
The first game of the season
Dr. Craft worked on her degree the team looks very promising.
Miss
Hodges
was
delighted
with
is on Friday, September 21, at
about five years, noting it was
the interest shown in hockey this home, against Mary Washington
"very part time."
She was advised by Professor year. The skill levol that was de- College at 3:00.
Robert M. Luminasky, who will monstrated in tryouts was very
be visiting Longwood as a visiting scholar this spring.
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME PLACE
Friday, Sept. 21
* Mary Washington College
3:00 home
Letters To
Tues., Sept 25
Madison College
3:00 away
The Editor
Sat., Sept. 29
Old Dominion Colleee
2:00 away
Thurs., Oct. 4
Lynchburg
College
2:30 away
(Continued from page 2)
Wed., Oct. 10
Westhampton College
3:00 home
was or what it meant.
Sat., Oct. 13
♦Richmond Club (tentative)
2:00 home
In her sophomore year there
(Oktoberfest)
was a new CHI. Now she knew Tues., Oct. 16
Virginia Commonwealth
3:00 away
that CHI burned each spring,
Sat., Oct. 20
Bridgewater College
10:00 away
that they hung banners at as- Tues., Oct. 23
College of William and Mary
ry 3:00 home
semblies (and that it was neat
Mon., Oct. 29
2:30 home
Lynchburg College
and cool to have one of these Sat.-Sun., Nov. 3-4 ♦Tidewater Tournament
Richmond area
banners for your very own), that Fri.-Sun., Nov. 16-18 Southeast Tournament
Sweet Briar
some lucky sophomore would get
(Tidewater Teams)
to be something called a CHI Nov. 21-25
National TournamentMassachusetts
helper, and that CHI commended
USFHA
people for things like the spirit
which they exemplified. But no
one could tell her what CHI was
or what it meant.
In her junior year there was
another new CHI. She knew now
that many people in her class
worked hard to get on CHI in
their senior year, that a couple
of lucky juniors got to be junior
members of CHI, that CHI did
helpful things around campus like
plant flowers and hang flags,
that they wrote letters to people
congratulating them for good
grades and things, and that there
were some people who occupied
all their free time trying to guess
who was on CHI. But no one
could tell her what CHI was or
what it meant.
Then, in her senior year, there
was another new CHI. She knew
now that it was made up of people
whose friends had been on it
the year before, that membership requirements were secret
just as what CHI was and what
CHI meant was, that what CHI
represented was secret, just as
what CHI was and what CHI
meant was, and that she was
very, very tired of trying to see
the relation between what CHI
was and what it meant was.
Now she knows what CHI is —
(after 9p.m.]
a farce. Now she knows what
or see
CHI represents - nothing."
ihc Editoi
Name Witheld By Request
P. S. I choose to remain anonymous (like CHI and everything
about it) because I know I represent a spirit most of us share
on campus known as "fed up."
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Orientation: "Too Tight For Some"

The incoming freshmen possessed a variety of expressions
throughout the orientation activities, as could be seen during a
picnic on Wheeler Mall.
Editor's Note:
From time to time during the
coming semester THE ROTUNDA
will explore various campus issues, problems, and activities
by talking to a random sampling
of students.
The information compiled will
then be printed in the "Forum."
The purpose of this column is
not to draw conclusions nor to
make suggestions, but rather to
present to the campus student
opinions and reactions drawn
from the general student body.
Every fall I.ongwood has previously brought the freshmen in
a week before the regular fall
session begins for registration,
numerous meetings concerning
everything from Joan of Arc to
academics, and a general introduction to the college. Orientation was shortened this year,
splitting the academics to a separate session held over the summer from the traditional realm
of college hoopla, and social

activities. Managing editor Betsy
Nutter talked with administrative
members, orientation leaders
and Colleagues, in an attempt
to determine the final outcome
and effectiveness of the newly
instituted program. The most
candid reactions, however, came
from the freshmen, whose view
is, after all, the most important.

Orientation Week 1973 was a
success as far as the planners
of it are concerned. Thanks to
willing Student Assistants, the
freshmen were moved in with relative ease. The Colleagues did
their share by visiting the newly
arrived freshmen and answering
any immediate questions that they
might have had. The Orientation
Leaders familiarized new students with the handbook and gave
any tours of the campus that
were wanted. The important
question is, was it a success
as far as the freshmen, day students and transfers were concerned?
The major change in this

year's orientation compared to
others was the summer registration. Most of the interviewed students were in favor of keeping
this change. Laura Bass was
enthusiatic with her comment,
"Keep summer orientation! It
takes away those initial fears."
Bonny Batt "liked coming down
during the summer. It makes
things easier but I think you
should come at the same time
as your roommate so you could
meet her." Nancy Balboni thought
"coming during the summer was
the best thing and it should be
kept permanently. If I had had
to have registered plus all those
meetings I would have gone home.
I'm from Maryland and I didn't
know anyone except that crowd
I met during the summer. It
gave me someone to go see."
Emily Burgwyn was not able
to come during the summer during the appointed time so she
wrote a letter and they gave her
three choices of alternate dates
to come.
Summer Enough?

For some the summer orientation was enough. Clare Baxter
felt "the first week of school
was a bunch of garbage - I got
sick of being welcomed. The
summer orientation was
enough." Diane Sallans from New
Jersey liked it but thought too
much time was spent doing nothing. "Orientation could have been
over within two days time. "Carol
Haun holds an opposing opinion.
"The first week was too tight and
full of repeats of the same things.
I was curious about many things
that I did not get to see. There
should have been more work
with kids and their major fields."
It was too tight for some and too
dragged out for others but the
majority of students were satisfied. "Some people got tired of
orientation week but I did not,"
was Emily Burgwyn's stand. "I
liked it, I really did. Chosing
the best part is hard because
it was all so good. I liked having
orientation leaders and Colleagues. It makes it easier to
work in small groups."

Senior orientation leaders provide a rather candid reaction
to the Wheeler Mall picnic and concert -a reflection of the week?

Dean Heintz holds favor with
the summer registration. Longwood's first concern is academic
and the summer program familiarized students with programs
available and at the same time
helped eliminate apprehensions.
Students could come back feeling
more relaxed for regular orientation and the total experience
of college life. Because of the
summer program everyone knew
a few people in areas ranging
from the deans, faculty, upperclassmen and also fellow classmates.
Regular Orientation
Regular orientation gives an
insight to other things as well as
class work. Dean Heintz observed that orientation in general
went smoothly, with something
on the program for everybody.
The program is planned to give
exposure to the opportunities
offered on campus. Each organization planned its own program
with the idea of trying to sell
it in mind. This gives the new
student a chance to know the organizations and then select the
one she wishes to get involved
with, if any. Ideas should be
taken to the student leaders for
these programs. Orientation was
everything, it is still open to
more improvements.
"Orientation was too much on
the social level," comments Beth
Rafferty. "I was looking forward
to getting into the academics.
The girls majoring in certain
areas should have gotten together. I'm more interested in study
habits and getting to know my
teachers than I am in clubs right
now. Clubs are great but there
was too much emphasis on them,
we don't need them shoved down
our throats. They should come
later. The meetings were too
much of the same thing over
and over and they got monotonous,"

Orientation at one time included freshmen
'ratting" and hazing. Sophomores appeared

like the lovely young ladies to the left, while
freshmen decked out as pictured on the right.

The new class of '77 appears
to be an individualistic group.
Many share similar opinions but
for varying reasons. Most were

satisfied with orientation. Jan
Gathright "loved it! The most
helpful thing to me was the map
of the campus. It helped me to
learn the campus grounds very
quickly because as I was reading
about Lankford or something,
I could find where it was."
"Rah-Rah"
Longwood's traditional color
spirit affected the freshmen in
different ways. The green and
white sing was the best part of
orientation for Janet Lindner.
"I almost started crying it was
so friendly. It's so different from
my high school, I just really
liked the spirit." On the contrary, Lynn Burton thought that
the "green and white stuff funny
and at the same time kind of
ridiculous. Guess I'll never be
a 'rah-rah'." Beth Bafferty
found the school "too divided.
I think the rah-rahs are a big
joke and the sing was juvenile.
There was too much friction
and it should be more united."
Nancy Balboni found that "the
sings help you to get to know
school spirit. I cut them but
some people really enjoyed it."

There was really no one part
of the program that could claim
the most popularity. After speaking with about 50 freshmen, each
part of the program was mentioned as someone's favorite.
The Orientation Leaders,Colleagues and Student Assistants
generally thought the program
a big success. From their end
of it things were quite smooth.
One student noted that it was
the upperclassmen who really
enjoyed orientation. They had
most of the day as free time
to party or do whatever they
liked while the freshmen attended "meetings and meetings
and meetings."
The greatest change in orientation was its greatest success.
Summer registration was the one
thing to which the freshmen stated
a firm "don't change it!"

